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Comments on Level 2 implementing measures

Mr. Emmanuel Sokal

European Commission
DG Internal Market and Services

Insurance and Pensions Unit
1049 Brussels, Belgium

Dear Sir

We realize that Switzerland is neither an EU member state, nor even situated in the

EEA. However, the Swiss Association of Actuaries (SA A) nevertheless would like
to comment since Solvency II already has a large impact on the Swiss insurance

market, an impact that will grow when Solvency II will be implemented.

The SAA would like to comment in particular on two elements of the valuation

proposed by Solvency II: The Counter Cyclical Premium (CCP) and the Matching
Premium (MP). We consider both elements to be at variance with a market-consist-

eut valuation standard that is the basis of Solvency II (see for example Art. 76 of the

Directive). We are concerned by the incentives both the CCP and the MP are giving
for investment into assets. It is likely that investments will be geared to such assets

that will increase the insurance undertakings' exposures to risk, in particular in situ-
ations of financial stress. Insurance undertakings using an economic valuation stand-

aid and risk management based on economic principles will find it difficult to com-
pete with undertakings using the CCP and MP as the latter will be able to outperform
them by investing in more risk assets with higher expected returns without incurring
the required additional capital costs. More insidious, both the CCP and the MP will
lead to lower technical provisions, directly impacting the safety of policyholders.

We structure our comments into six parts:

- Incentives given by the CCP and the MP

- Our understanding of market-consistent valuation

- A rationale: why the use of the CCP and the MP leads to a valuation that is not
market-consistent and why they will likely lead to increased exposures to risks

- A proposal on how to reduce pro-cyclical effects without having to resort to the

CCP
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- Suggestions on how to limit the potential damage if the CCP and the MP have to
be introduced

- Answers to the questions

Incentives given by the CCP and the MP

Both the CCP and the Matching Premium contain a hold-to-maturity argument. In

the case of the Matching Premium, this is explicit in (Art. 42bis. 1 (a): t/ze insurance

undertaking bas Assigned « port/o/zo o/usseis, consisting o/bonds und ot/zer assets

wz'tb sinzi/ar cas/z-/(ovv c/zaracferistics, to cover t/ze best estimate o/'t/ze port/o/io o/
insurance ob/zgatzomv and intends to maintain t/iis assignment over t/ze iz/etime o/
t/ze ob/igations, except /or tbe purpose o/maintaining t/ze replication o/cas/z-//ovvs
between assets and /iabi/ities w/zere t/ze expected casb-//o ws bave z«afcrz'a//y c/zanged
szzcb as tbe de/au/f o/a bond;

in case of the CCP, this assumption is more implicit but the basis for the arguments
for the introduction of the Liquidity Premium in the Report o/tbe Task Force on tbe

///zV/zzidity Premium, /0 March 20/0.

The CCP gives the incentive to invest in illiquid assets, since this would be consistent

with the arguments brought forward for its introduction. The Matching Premium in

addition gives an incentive to invest in risky assets, since the spread depends explic-
itly on the assets held by the undertaking. We are aware that European regulators are

clear of these incentives, and there are rules and regulations trying to minimize this

risk. However, we would argue that rather than imposing further investment restric-

tions that are arbitrary and easy to arbitrage against, it would be more natural to use

a valuation standard that does not introduce such incentives.

In case illiquid assets become permanently impaired, a hold-to-maturity viewpoint
is particularly dangerous. It leads to undertaking holding badly performing assets

and selling those that have kept their value and that are liquid. Asset portfolios then

tend to deteriorate quickly.

The MP gives the incentive to invest in an asset portfolio with as high as possible

expected return, as this would maximally reduce the technical liabilities. It gives the

incentive in particular for undertaking with deteriorating solvency ratio to gamble on

resurrection, by investing in high yielding assets with high risk.
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Undertakings not wanting to use the CCP and the MP for their own risk management
will find it more difficult to compete with those competitors who will make use of
the CCP and the MP and will tend to he invested in riskier and higher yielding asset

portfolios. Those investing most in illiquid and risky assets will likely be undertak-

ings with a financially strained situation. More prudent insurers might leave entire
business lines since competing would be economically irrational.

Already now, risk managers at undertakings are coming under pressure to allow in-
creased investments into more illiquid assets. At the same time, there is lobbying that
insurers are taking on more banking debt to support banks achieving their liquidity
requirements under Basel III. We consider this a dangerous tendency as it will ex-

pose the insurance industry to increased risk, in particular during times of financial
crises.

Our understanding of market-consistent valuation

The Directive states in Art. 76.3: The calculation of technical provisions shall make

use of and be consistent with information provided by the financial markets and

generally available data on underwriting risks (market-consistency).

Market-consistent valuation relies on using information provided by market prices
of financial instruments that are traded in deep, liquid and public markets. Insurance
liabilities give rise to future cash flows that are uncertain. These cash Hows can be

decomposed into two components: one component that can be replicated with finan-
cial instruments from deep, liquid and public markets and one component that can-
not be replicated.

The market-consistent value of the insurance liabilities is then the sum of the market
value of the portfolio of financial instruments replicating the first component of the

insurance liability cash flows and a risk margin that depends on the second compo-
nent.

The second component gives rise to the risk margin that covers the expected cost of
the insurance undertaking having to hold capital to buffer the risks of the insurance

liabilities that cannot be replicated.
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The importance of using financial instruments with reliable market prices cannot be

overstated. Using financial instruments with less reliable market prices - e.g. less

liquid ones or ones not publicly traded - will then require judgment and lead to a less

objective valuation.

We formulate our understanding of market-consistency using a replication approach

as this is also the basis of the Solvency II approach for valuation as described in the

Directive (e.g. Art. 78.4).

This formulation also makes transparent the interrelationship between the financial
instrument used for replication, the discount rate and the risk margin. It is not pos-
sible to change one of these elements without considering the impact on the others

for the valuation standard to stay consistent.

If for example replication is done by credit risk-free government bonds that are

traded in a deep, liquid and public market, this implies a risk-free discount rate. The

risk margin is then determined by the risk that is remaining when the insurance lia-

bility cash flows are replicated with credit risk-free government bonds. Specifically,
this would imply that the risk margin would not contain liquidity or credit risk ema-

nating from the replicating instruments.

If replication were done - to go to another extreme - with illiquid corporate bonds,
then the discount rate would be implied by the spread of the replicating instruments,
i.e. it would be higher than the risk-free rate. The risk margin, being a function of
non-replicable risk, would then contain the liquidity and credit risk of the replicating
instruments. The risk margin in this case would then compensate the higher dis-

count-rate by being higher than the risk margin in a situation of replication with
credit risk -ree government bonds.

Why the CCP and the Matching Premium are not market-consistent

There are two main reasons why the use of the CCP and the Matching Premium lead

to a valuation standard that is not market-consistent and therefore not in-line with the

Directive.

They lead to technical provisions that are not necessarily reliable (Directive,
Art. 76.4:4. Technical provisions shall be calculated in a prudent, reliable and objec-
tive manner.).
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Market-consistent valuation requires the use of financial instruments that are traded

in deep, liquid and public markets for replication, since these instruments have reli-
able market prices. They allow the measurement of the cost of insurance liabilities
in a reliable and objective manner. Per definition, less liquid financial instruments

are traded less deeply and their market prices are therefore less reliable. Both the

CCP and the Matching Premium imply the use of financial instruments for replica-
tion that are illiquid and therefore do not have reliable market prices.

They lead to a systematic underestimation of technical provisions. T his violates
in particular Directive, Art 76.2: 7'kc va/we o/teckwca/provw/cms .vka// correspond
to tke current amount insurance and reinsurance undertakings wou/d kaue to pay i/
/key were to trans/er tkeir insurance and reinsurance oMgaf/ons immediate/y to
ano/ker insurance or reinsurance undertaking.

The risk margin depends on the risk that is remaining after replication with financial
instruments. In case of replication with financial instruments that are credit risky and

contain liquidity risk, the risk margin consequently contains a component for the

expected cost of capital that the undertaking has to hold to buffer these credit and

liquidity risks. In the CCP and Matching Premium proposals, this interaction with
the risk margin is not considered. While the credit risk is taken implicitly into ac-

count by reducing the spread by a component for credit risk, the liquidity risk is not

included in the risk margin.

Arguing that insurers are well suited to hold illiquid assets is not convincing. This

basically assumes that the illiquidity spread is purely due to the lack of liquidity. In

reality it is also a function of the lack of transparency, valuation uncertainty and

other factors. The CCP and the Matching Premium both implicitly assume that il-
liquid instruments eventually recover but the credit crisis has shown that this is not

necessarily the case. Illiquid assets can and actually did become permanently im-

paired.

This risk is not captured in the risk margin, thereby leading to a market-wide under-

estimation of technical provisions.
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A proposal on how to reduce pro-cyclical effects

Irrespective of our proposal below do we believe that regulators have sufficient tools

to counter pro-cyclical effects during financial crises without resorting to CCP or

changing valuation standards.

The credit crunch has shown that in times of freezing markets, spreads observed in

financial markets can increase. We would find it most natural that in these excep-
tional situations, the problem is tackled where it actually emerges, namely on the

asset side of the balance sheet. In times of market seizures, EIOPA might limit the

movements of spreads that are used for the valuation of assets until such a time that

markets are functioning again. This would have several advantages:

- The valuation of insurance liabilities would remain market-consistent, in accord-

ance with the requirements of the Directive.

- The valuation of assets would remain market-consistent, too, except in times of
market seizures, where market-consistency makes less sense anyway.

- The counter-cyclical measures would be targeted. By limiting the spreads to these

financial instruments for which markets do not function anymore, the counter-

measures would be much more effective. There are situations easily imaginable,
where only specific markets cease to function. If an insurer were heavily exposed

to assets in such a freezing market, then an "averaged" liquidity premium might
not be sufficient to compensate the effects of the spread widening. In contrast, a

targeted approach on the asset side would also be effective in such a situation.

Quest/on 5 to Member Mates:

P/ow cou/d tbe criteria set out in Artic/e 4 / (4) be amended in order to reduce £/OP4's
discretion in determining stressed/inancia/ markets wbi/e keeping t/ie principle-
based approach (i.e. without introducing an automaticai/y triggered /ormu/aj?
P/ease provide dra/ting suggestions, yd/' instance additional indicators that cou/d be

used to determine that stressed market conditions exist.

We do not believe in the validity of the CCP. If the CCP were to be introduced, then

the mechanism should be consistent with the underlying idea of the illiquidity pre-
mium or CCP. As is argued by the proponents, the CCP is to be used only in situa-

tions of freezing markets. We propose that this should be defining criteria of using
the CCP. The use of the CCP could be triggered by exceptionally high bid ask

spreads and massively reduced volume transactions. The threshold should be set so

high that the CCP would be expected to be used very rarely in exceptional situation.
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ß«es//on 6 to A/ember 57« tos:

Do A/emfeer 5/«tos agree to e*cWe m/ang/fe/es owe/ reinsurance recoverafe/es /rom
/fee repre.ve«/«//ve por//o//o o/assefs?
Yes

ßues/to« 7 to A/emfeer 5/a/esv

Wbr/W A/é'mDer 57« tos/fevour an appraacfe wfeerefey carre/a/ions fee/ween /fee com«-

/er-cycfe'ca/ premium sufe-mor/u/es and o/feer sufe-modu/es in /fee marfee/ risfe modu/e

wou/d rem«/« a/ 0% feu/ /fee sfeocfe on /fee couu/er-cyc/ica/ premium /« /fee coun/er-
cyc/ica/ premium risfe sufe-madu/e vvou/d fee /ower /fean 700%

We do not believe in the validity of the CCP. We also do not believe that there is a

theoretical or economic basis for it. In particular, we do not believe that there is any
theoretical or empirical basis for setting correlations to other sub-modules in the

market risk module.

ßues/io« 5 to A/emfeer 5/a/es:

/Ire Afemfeer 5/a/es «//fee view /fe«/ .sever«/ dz/fere«/port/o/io.v «/«sse/s can fee «.set/

to de/ermine /fee dzj/èren/ ,v/toa«'on.s/or vvfe/cfe « courztor-cyc/ica/ premium cou/d fee

/riggered? 5feou/d encfe o/tfee.ve por//ß/ios represe«/ /fee a.v.se/.v /fe«/ wou/d fee under

.v/re.v.v in /fee re.vpec//ve si/ua/ians?

Do Memfeer 57«/e.y agree /fea/ /fee aggrega/ion o/'/fee.se por(/o//o.v vvou/d need to fee

.ypeez/ied «/ feeve/ 2 «Aid vvfe/cfe aggrega/ion wou/d /feey .see as appropriate?
We do not believe in the validity of the CCP. If the CCP were to be introduced, then

it should be invoked in exceptional only situation as for example during the credit
crunch where markets cease to function. If many portfolios were to be used - any
one of which could potentially invoke the CCP - it is likely that the CCP would be

often used, completely contrary to its spirit. In our view, the lack of clarity of when

to invoke the CCP is a further sign of its lack of economic basis.
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Question 9 to Member States:

Which so/utions vvouh/ Member States recomment/ in orc/er to avoir/ rte rish o/sef-
//«g wrong investment incentives?

Are Member States of the view that the portfolio of assets used to determine the

counter-cyclical premium should represent:

- the assets that each insurance or reinsurance undertaking is actually invested in?

- or the portfolio of assets of an "average" European insurance or reinsurance un-

dertaking?

- or be independent of the assets held by the undertaking and of the assets held by
an "average" European undertaking?

We do not believe in the validity of the CCP, one of the main reasons being that it

gives wrong investment incentives. The easiest way of avoiding the risk of setting

wrong investment incentives would be not to introduce the CCP. Using the actual

assets that insurance undertakings are invested in to set the CCP would give perverse
incentives to invest in assets that are risky and have the potential to become illiquid
in particular during times of market crises. All the arguments for the CCP and the

MP are assuming that the values of illiquid assets will eventually recover and not be

permanently impaired. The CCP then is in essence a free put supplied by tax payers.
This might go well or it might play out as in Ireland. We would like to advise to fol-
low a prudent course and not introduce the CCP.

Question /0 to Member States:

WouW Member States/avour rte introduction o/an "opt-out" ciause to rte counter-

cyciicai premium
We consider this highly hypothetical. If the illiquidity premium were introduced, it
is difficult to imagine any undertaking giving up the substantial advantages it there-

by gains.

Ques t/on / / to Member States:

Are Member States o/rte view rtat rte r/ra/f implementing measures sbouW/urrter
speci/y rte ca/cu/ation o/rte amount o/premium to be applied?
//'yes, what approach wou/d Member States suggest in order to ensure //ejri/?i/ity to

react swuytiy to marhet developments
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Wc do not believe in the validity of the CCP. We suggest to not specify since régula-
tors already have sufficient tools to react to market developments. Any mechanical

specification will limit the flexibility of regulators. The ability to have a CCP defined

in such a way that it reacts automatically counter-cyclical implies to us the ability to

predict the form and shape of future financial crises. We do not believe that this as-

sumption is realistic.

In case of any questions, please feel free to contact us.

Best Regards

Swiss Association of Actuaries
Dr. Philipp Keller
Member of the SAA Board

President of the SAA-SST/Solvency Working Group
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